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The Design of Prosperity research project

By Professor Simonetta Carbonaro
The Swedish School of Textiles
University College of Borås

It has been nearly a year since The Design of Prosperity Summit took place. 
And my conviction about the strength of this project is still very firm. I believe 
that designing a new idea of prosperity represents the greatest challenge for 
our civil society, our academic community, and for all those directly involved 
in designing for and shaping the marketplace. This is a task that will require 
openness to change and a great willingness to see things in a different light. 
Certain things can be changed immediately; others will have to be thought 
through, but without wasting any more time. 

Prosperity is a powerful word

Words can help. Words can speak. Words can speak to those who—following 
the hermeneutics of doubt—free them from the sediment of the commonplace. 

The true significance, the true nature of the word prosperity is hidden by 
its handsome signifier, which in most of the central and northern European 
languages is commonly associated with the wealth of our affluent societies 
(i.e.Välgång, Wohlstand) and the “safety net” of our welfare states (i.e. Välfärd, 
Wohlfahrt). We therefore tend to associate this ancient Indo-European word 
with that sense of well-being experienced by the “democratic” consumer, 
with that neither praiseworthy nor ignominious “good feeling” of that “typical” 
consumer, who, while awaiting eternal rest, lives on his average wealth and 
consumes in the limbo (or the purgatory) of the majority, the majority according 
to demographic percentages and market share.

Prosperity is instead a strong word like freedom, brotherhood or equality that 
has deeper meanings than that simple sentiment of well-being which fills the 
wealthy conformist, the man who, in his golden dusk of “teatime” tranquillity, 
believes that he has stopped time just by stopping his clock.

Prosperity is not just an entry in a modern dictionary, a simple word among 
thousands. Prosperity is a mythos, meaning a concept word that suggests 
barns full of wheat, fertile fields, industrious factories, happy workers, learning 
expeditions, and free time that fosters culture (not just entertainment), while 
trains run on time and planes fly like gulls (not like rapacious eagles), sails unfurl 
on boats laden with oriental spices (none of these seafaring wrecks overflowing 
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The Design of Prosperity Event

On November 7–8 2006, The Swedish 
School of Textiles and the Göteborg 
University School of Business, Economics 
and Law brought together a unique panel of 
world-class experts in science, technology, 
humanities, design, and arts to take part in 
The Design of Prosperity Summit. Though 
the renowned international speakers 
and the Swedish business executives 
and policy makers who gathered at the 
Summit in Borås differed in attitudes, 
approaches, and perspectives, each 
one’s provocative statements or particular 
brand of optimism helped to bring relevant 
issues into focus. A real need to reconsider 
both the aim of “Design” and the notion 
of “Prosperity” was demonstrated by 
the large numbers in attendance. More 
than 700 people, including international 
scholars, representatives of companies, 
and delegates from organizations 
attended the first day of the conference. 
The second day, more than 40 invited 
policy makers and business executives 
participated in a comprehensive round-table 
discussion. Videos of the first day of the 
conference, which can be seen at www.
thedesignofprosperity.se, provide a broad 
overview of the challenges facing today’s 
designers, businesses, manufacturers and 
policy makers. 
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with refugees and migrants), and people march towards 
one another to meet (not to fight), and, and, and…

Prosperity is a strong word, a word that makes us happy 
because there is a treasure in its mouth which is not just 
about wealth, but also about heading in the right direction. 
Like “Design”, which literally means “Project”, Prosperity 
has in its prefix “PRO” a kind of knight of the future who 
stands guard before us. And we should not forget that 
Prosperity harbours the ancient word “SPARA”, which 
means “Saving”. Designing prosperity entails not only 
imagining and creating the design conditions for progress, 
but also thinking about a kind of design economy in terms 
of saving resources. 

Progress without Prosperity

The pseudo logic of progress that imposes constant growth 
rates pays little heed to the fact that the advancing growth 
must relate to existing stockpiles and resources. If, while 
advancing, I scorch the earth I conquer, I may progress, but 
I certainly don’t prosper. If progress is accompanied by the 
spectre of famine, hunger and destruction, people will live 
with the terror of losing what they already have. 

Terrorised by mindless advancement with no restraint, the 
Eastern West (Europe), the Western West (North America) 
and perhaps even the West of America (China) have over 
the last decades begun to question the nature of progress 
with prosperity. But a terrorized society cannot embrace 
prosperity because it is blinded by the fear of losing 
rather than being overjoyed by its capacity to share. It is 
terrorized because the mythical GNP is a colossus with 
feet of clay. It is terrorised because pensions may be here 
today, but tomorrow who knows. It is terrorised because 
life expectancy increases, but the immortality of the soul is 
more and more evanescent. It is terrorised because some 
use religion today in the same way that the Christian West 
used it in the past. 

Prosperity on the other hand doesn’t worry about terror 
because it believes in life cycles and in their alternating 

ups and downs. Good years are followed by bad ones, 
rainy seasons by dry ones, the years of plenty by years of 
shortage. That’s why prosperity is always accompanied by 
foresight, which has nothing to do with the social foresight 
that has proven to be particularly short-sighted, but instead 
embraces the original Latin idea of providence, the prudent 
(provident) and at the same time visionary outlook of the 
future, that asks “why” and “how” rather than brooding over 
“what” and “how much”. 

Perhaps it is not just by chance that Tao philosophy holds 
prosperity in great esteem. It is a dualist doctrine revolving 
around concepts such as full and empty, up and down, 
abundance and scarcity. 

I do not wish for the argument to take on apocalyptic 
overtones; there’s nothing here to reveal. Everything is right 
under our noses, but to start to climb out of the hole, one 
has to introduce a few simple learning tools. 

Learning from Humanities

Prosperity assigns for instance a special task to humanistic 
education, and particularly to aesthetic education, which 
conveys the understanding of antiquity, the knowledge that 
culture and the arts exist because throughout time, people 
had visions of the world (Weltanschaung).

Antiquity does not come from a past designed to fetter 
the future. Antiquity is our primary source and renewable 
resource for looking at the world today. It harbours the 
experience of its creatures, like a century-old beech tree 
that has hosted generations of chaffinches. Antiquity has 
an aesthetic and educational purpose because the values 
with which it is imbued manifest themselves to us even 
today. It is a treasury of values that we can understand, 
reinterpret, and share but not possess. 

The degree to which Europe can be farsighted depends 
upon its ability to cultivate its knowledge of the past, 
and thereby avoid repeating mistakes of that past. By 
deeply internalizing its history, Europe could fully inhabit 
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From an ancient tale of the land of rising sun

Kojiki , the oldest surviving book in Japan, describes Amaterasu as the powerful 
Japanese Sun Goddess who created the cultivation of rice and wheat, the use of 
silkworms, and loom weaving.

One day Amaterasu orders her grandson Ninigi to  reign over the Earth. 
She gives him three treasures: 
the ring of royalty; the mirror of  knowledge; the sword of power. 
On the Earth, Ninigi meets the princess Flower (Sakuya), 
daughter of the master of the mountains, and falls in love. 
He asks the father for his daughter’s hand; happily, 
the father offers both his daughters, Rock (Iwanaga) and Flower (Sakuya). 
But Ninigi marries only Flower, and refuses Rock . 
“Rock has the gift of immortality, while Flower is endowed with prosperity”  
the disappointed master tells him. 
“By refusing Rock , your life from now on will be prosperous but mortal”. 
So Ninigi had three children and his life was prosperous, 
but he lost the gift of eternity. 
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its challenging role as “laboratory of humanity” heading 
towards a humanistic “wisdom society”, instead of towards 
a technology-driven “knowledge society”.

(Re)searching for Prosperity

The Design of Prosperity project is ongoing research that 
aims to induce a discussion of progress in terms of overall 
prosperity. It is a project that aims to review the criteria 
by which consumption grows in a European context that 
needs self-awareness to go forward free of obsession 
about balance of payments and GNP. The balance implicit 
in prosperity is in this sense revolutionary because it 
establishes boundaries and precepts for development. 
This is where one can open up new economic, ethical, 
and artistic scenarios. 

The settings for prosperity are many, because in every 
field prosperity is primarily a balanced world vision, yet 
by no means conventional or conformist. The balance of 
prosperity is dynamic, creative, and farsighted. In no way 
does it resemble the static daily repetition that would like to 
reduce eternity to a long Sunday afternoon. 

Prosperity requires courage and initiative while the time is 
ripe. To waste the value of the years of prosperity in the 
dark waters of mass terror is tragic, truly tragic. 

Obviously one can not expect that out of a project of this 
importance one may cull recipes for prosperity which may 
ipso facto be applied in various fields: from biotechnologies 
to mass media, from ICT to furniture and fashion design. 

What can be done is to initiate a trickle-down process that 
might subsequently lead to the flow of open hypotheses 
(instead of the construction of rigid models), which must 
then be subjected to the scrutiny of social criticism. Too 
many models applied by technocrats have left nothing but 
scorched earth in their wake. 

The simplistic linear logic of early globalisation has failed 
because diversity is one of the pillars of prosperity. The 

mono-logical ideology of globalisation has strangled diversity 
in the noose of the global marketplace. It is now clear that the 
market is “one, none, and a hundred thousand”. One has 
begun to question the limitations of an unbalanced model 
of development, which created wealth but not prosperity. 

No models are wanted therefore, just sketches, trials, and 
rough outlines of possible scenarios in which prosperity 
may have a place and a time. Prosperity is not everywhere 
and forever. It is in a specific place, for a certain time. 

Designing Prosperity

Experts in globalisation and environmental matters tell us 
that our western model of development is not a vision, 
but just an illusion. If all the new consumers of the fast 
growing markets wished to enjoy—as they are fully entitled 
to do—the same standard of living as ourselves, it would 
require four more planets like this watery one of ours to 
allow everyone to eat and drink, consume energy and 
produce waste at the same rate as we do today here in 
the West. So let’s be honest. We don’t just live well. We 
waste and squander. And even what we view as poverty in 
our European countries corresponds to a standard of living 
that populations in the southern hemisphere envy, this 
being the primary cause of the mass exodus of desperate 
people from third world countries. 

The central question of The Design of Prosperity project is 
therefore not about the design of the next product, what 
can be consumed, but instead, what can be conceived, 
what can be thought. It is about what kind of consumption 
we should be designing. What life models and “styles of 
thought” should we design that might have a hope of breaking 
that vicious circle of shopping bulimia (or anorexia) on one 
side of our world and penury and starvation on the other?

What pension scheme should I come up with if I don’t want 
the pensioner to retire, even as a consumer? What kind of 
sober happiness should we be devising in order to prevent 
our consumer society from plummeting into depression 
and recession?
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What products should I offer in order to promote an 
awareness focused on real energy preservation? How 
do I reach the one who believes he is not wasting energy 
because he is romantically spending two or three hours by 
candlelight, while his heating system is blasting, burning 
the equivalent of a truckload of candles a minute?

Should we really focus on the form and the sensorial 
interface of the objects that bring us such “non material” 
products as images and sounds? Or should we better 
start to ask ourselves which are the sounds, images and 
stories that speak to us of prosperity? The impoverished 
nature of our cultural products—which constitute our 
ultimate intangible product—is a primary cause of the 
impoverishment of our times. Today the world is certainly 
poor, particularly in food for the soul. 

Marketing Prosperity 

In terms of its effect on marketing practice, the first 
implication of a project of prosperity is a radical change 
of attitude towards the consumer. We have to find a way 
out of the mindset of considering consumers as targets. 
This is a mindset that blinds us to people’s real needs, 
makes reciprocal relationships impossible, prevents us 
from expressing our own views of the world through our 
products, and last but not least, turns the consumer into 
an enemy to be shot down. Too bad, because when 
a target is hit, it is also dead, and therefore does little 
consuming…

We must find ways to ensure the materialisation of content. 
In other words, we have to relearn how to provide a sense 
of direction, how to provide a meaning with what we offer 
and free ourselves from the schizophrenia and neurosis of 
grammarless communication, devoid even of any syntax, 
which simply chases after the “me-too” of the latest trendy 
trend. This means cleaning the communication archetypes 
of all marketing encrustations, so that we may go back to 
calling a loaf a loaf.

We have to entrust aesthetics with the task of designing a 

range of different and alternative way of lives and modes 
of thought instead of constantly falling back on standard 
lifestyle marketing. We must retrieve the knowledge and 
pleasure gained from creating poetical experiences. 

And last but not least, goods can no longer be proposed 
as fetishes. We have to relearn to consider them and 
prize their intrinsic values, not glorify standard products 
sugar coated with added values. We have to design real 
products with real values, real quality and real prices.

Design will then finally become the most dynamic, creative, 
farsighted tool for opening up new scenarios of a balanced 
world vision—a good, beautiful, clean, and fair world in 
which prosperity may find a place and a time.
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